EDITORIAL

TIME FOR THE HERO
TO SHUT UP
(August, 09, 2017) - John McCain, the Navy Pilot, is a bona
fide US Grade-A, All-American Hero. There is no doubt in
my or any red-blooded American's mind. You try being in
a North Vietnamese prison camp and give up your chance
to leave in favor of a fellow prisoner.
But John McCain the Senator is dying, and there is
something about going into "that good night" that causes
rage and a sense of unfairness which is not just illogical.
I'm not talking about his protest vote about killing
Obamacare which deserves to be ended, even without
replacement. No, I'm talking about his statement, today,
which gave aid and comfort to our enemy, North Korea, by
intimating that the United States of America is not ready
or capable of wiping out the small, but extremely
dangerous, pain in the butt, clapped under the protecting
ass of China.

Senators John McCain (R-AZ) and Lindsey Graham (R-SC)

America IS capable of raining "Fire and Death" upon the
shrimp with atomic missiles. There is NO WAY that
the DPRK would survive as a civilized entity once the
MOABs and FOABs started raining. We don't even need
nukes to

reduce North Korea to a burning cinder. There is no cave
L'i'l Kim can hide in, no secret hiding place that we do not
know about, no amount of money that the Ugly, Fat Midget
can pay to avoid total obliteration.
Yes, it is true that Obama left us with our military fly
unzipped, but in six months, many of his military-killing
measures have been erased, and all of our missiles are
ready destroy any enemy we choose. In two years, ALL the
guidance systems which have not already been updated,
will be replaced with hardened 21st century supersystems.. unless, of course, the Democrats manage to
destroy the last vestige of American Will which Trump
represents.
McCain, and his too-close friend, Lindsey Graham, are just
plain wrong about bargaining with the DPRK, Graham
less so, but his support of the President is vague. We've
done that, been there, and gotten the T-shirt. IT
DOESN'T WORK. Let me repeat that: TALKS WITH
THE DPRK DO NOT WORK.
Completely destroying the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea WOULD work, but we are not they, so we won't
hit first. But let one nuclear missile aimed at the US or
our friends let fly, and we will knock it down and there will
be no more DPRK. Period. The END. Senator Graham?
Don't Say it. Senator McCain? SHUT UP! History will
honor you, both, for it.
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